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By Jerry Thomas, Division Supt.

Greetings to the division. “Long time, no see.” When
will it end? It’s hard to say when our meetings will resume and
what form they will take.
Since there are no meetings currently, let’s see what can
we do? Let’s share what we have been doing in those attics,
basements and bonus rooms. Remember at our fall meet we will
be able to display some of our work. I will be eager to see your
10x10x10 entries. Remember that contest!! It’s still on. We are
using this issue and perhaps others to let the group enjoy your
efforts.
When we can resume our meetings, we will have so many
layouts, models, and stories to share. I look forward to seeing
you all again even if we are nodding greetings from six feet
away.
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By Rick Uhlenkott, Editor

Since some obscure event has caused the postponement
(we hope) of the Spring meet, we've hatched an alternate use for
the Sage. We're going to cajole you guys into reporting on your
recent projects. The ones you would have displayed at the meet,
something you're currently working on, or progress on your pike
(home or club) for instance. At any rate the more material I get
the more I can publish. And here's hoping this thing clears up
soon, so I can get back to that salad bar!
March 31 was quite an event on the LP. You probably
know by now about the 6.5 quake around 6:00 PM. An
inspection of the layout showed no problems other than a small
disturbance of a few loose containers stacked at CHOAM
Transfer. No cars or locos were off the track let alone toppled;
even a box car parked right next to the edge of the benchwork in
Strangville stayed put. I'm hoping your damage was as lite.
Bob Parrish has been holding out on us. He had an article
on his traction diorama in the NMRA Magazine a few months
ago and the May, 2020 issue has one on his traction maintenance
car -- and he never said a word in advance. But then, those
military types are good at keeping a secret compartmentalized
when so ordered.
Last time I mentioned that the mothball track in Nampa
seems to be emptied out. I wondered if that was because the
economy had picked up enough to increase traffic or if they had
reached their mandatory retirement dates. Unfortunately I
recently noticed it's filling up again. I also saw a thread on the
MRH forum that talks about a similar gathering of some 200
units in Salt Lake City. The newspaper article it points to claims
that, rather than the Covid thing one would assume is the case,
it's because the UP has doubled the length of their trains so
doesn't need so many locos now.
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Photos by Jerry Thomas
I had a lot of fun completing my 10 x 10 x 10 project.
Starting with an appropriately sized piece of foam core, I

towels. The plaster was then given a undercoat with appropriate
acrylic paints.
Now it was time to affix the trailer while pushing the
lights through the hole in the base. I followed this up by
applying several colors of ground foam and some ballast for
the driveway. Other additions include several small wire
trees and rose bushes. A convertible was also placed in the
driveway.
An active BBQ scene was constructed on the porch.
A mailman was placed approaching the trailer. A
campground type spigot completes the scene.
The interior lights and backdrop in the trailer are quite
effective. Intensity can be controlled with the Woodland
Scenics system. I will happily find a place for this model on
my layout.

sketched out where the trailer and contours would be with a
pencil. A hole large enough for the trailer lights was cut through
the foam core. Next the foam core was covered with glued
down paper towels. The area under the trailer and driveway was
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ADVERTISING RATES FOR ONE YEAR ARE:
2 X 3 1 /2" 3 X 3 1 /2" 4 X 3 1 /2"
COMMERCIAL
24.00
36.00
48.00
CLUB
20.00
30.00
40.00
CLASSIFIED
1 6.00
24.00
32.00
INDIVIDUAL PIKE 1 2.00
1 8.00
24.00
SEND YOUR READY MADE AD (AS A GRAPHIC), OR
I CAN LAY IT OUT FROM YOUR MOCKUP

SUBSCRIPTIONS

SERVING SOUTHWEST IDAHO

Bob Parrish Gen'l Sup't

Boise, Idaho

THIS PUBLICATION IS DISTRIBUTED TO ALL
INTERESTED PARTIES, MEMBERS OR NOT, FREE
OF CHARGE. WE WILL GLADLY ACCEPT A $6 PER
YEAR CONTRIBUTION FROM NON-MEMBERS WHO
MAY STILL WISH TO CONTRIBUTE SOMETHING.

By Jerry Thomas
Photos by Jerry Thomas

The Pool
Hall
The building is into the home stretch. The interior is done except for
the 2 lights which will be threaded through next. When I attach the
remaining 3rd floor wall the backdrop divider will be permanently
installed. The roof is going to be very segmented and complex. I am
enjoying this JL Innovative kit.
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GNRR II

By Sam Parkins
Photos by Jim Brostmeyer
As I write this we are awaiting news of the return to a new
normal with Idaho starting up. However being at home has

afforded considerable time working on the railroad I am
building. I guess you could call it Sam’s GNRR II. Anyway,
having lots of fun and progress. I hope everyone enjoys. Much
thanks to Darrell Sterling for helping with the bench work, Tom
Waters for suggesting relocating features and Jim Brostmeyer
for images. All before the stay at home order of course.
As you can see, the coal tower is being remodeled to meet
the need of our modern times, late fifty’s-early sixty’s. Looks
like the fresh coal has arrived a little early.

Idaho Rails 2021

By Stephen Loop

The PNR's 2021 Convention, hosted by our own 3rd
Division, will be in Boise, Idaho, from Wednesday afternoon,
June 16th thru Saturday evening, June 21st. The headquarters
will be at the beautiful RIVERSIDE HOTEL adjacent to the new
Whitewater Park on the Boise River and the Boise River
Greenbelt. Those attendees staying at the recently remodeled
hotel will enjoy the Grand Breakfast Buffet.
Immediately across the river from the hotel is the
beautiful Esther Simplot Park where the Wednesday evening
social will take place. We are tentatively looking at a variety of
food trucks where you will have many choices of cuisine from
Asian to Soul.
Activities at the hotel will offer something for everyone.
Clinics will take place throughout the day on Thursday through
Saturday. Three choices will be available during each period.
Many of the clinics will be offered twice to increase one's
flexibility in planning their day. The Contest Room for models
and photos will also be open during this period. The famous 3rd
Div. Silent Auction will take place on Friday and Saturday. The
Public Train Show will take place on Saturday and Sunday.
Outside activities will be abundant, including both
modeling and prototype activities. There will be self-guided
home layout tours throughout the week. The Treasure Valley is
home to layouts encompassing the range from N Scale to G
Scale Several Garden Railroads will be available for touring.
Also bus tours of several area club layouts, a live steam
operation and several area depots and museums will take place
on Thursday and Friday. A local industry with a rail operation is
also a possibility.
Non-Rail Activities will also be in abundance. The
Riverside Hotel is adjacent to the Garden City Live Work Create
District, a neighborhood like no other. There are numerous
wineries and micro-breweries within walking distance of the
hotel. A wine hop or brewery hop is tentatively planned. Other
non-rail opportunities include the new Boise State Fine Arts
Building, Bronco Stadium, Scentsy World Headquarters,
Cammille Beckman Factory and Gift Shop, the Peregrine Fund's
World Center for Birds of Prey, the Idaho State Historical
Museum, the Idaho Military Museum and the Warhawk Air
Museum.
Members of the Convention Committee include the following:
Stephen Loop - Idaho Rails 2021 General Chairman
Skip Dautel - Arrangements
Rick Uhlenkott - Program, Graphics
Warren Smith - Contests
Tom Waters - Layout Tours
Joel Slagg - Club/Live Steam/Prototype Tours,
Transportation
Bob Parrish - Clinics
Cheryl Dunham/Jinks Hunter - Non-rail Program
Chris Mesa - Webmaster
Lori Sebelley - Registrar
Jack Cunningham - Treasurer
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Latest On The
P&IN
cars that become eight in the mirror

By Tom Waters
Photos by Tom Waters
This is the tenth installment about building my empire
the Pacific and Idaho Northern. We are all living in a new
reality and sharing our hobby has become a real challenge.
Before all this lock down hit, progress was moving right
along. Here is what has happened since the last installment.
Warren, through his health issues, has been able to wire
more toggle switches for the turnouts. Installing them takes
me about 30 minutes each. Since I’m not an electronic
wizard, I have to reference the wiring on a switch already
installed. I have some jumper wires that I can hook up and
make sure everything works before I solder the joints. This
requires the LED color aligns with the turnout direction, green
for main and red for siding, and the toggle is up for the far

(pic 3). Andy and Jerry painted the
cork in Weiser a nice dirt color.
I have been running trains to
identify and fix track issues. I
found it’s hard to find the right
toggle switch for the needed Weiser
yard track. Some small number
stickers solved this issue (pic 4).
Some black pinstriping tape
identifies the correct toggle for the
crossover in Weiser (pic 5).
At the train show in January I
was looking for ballast when Darrell
Sterling pointed out that the N-Scale
club was using Scenery Express
ballast. I E-mailed them and they
sent me the samples I asked for at
3
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track and down for the near track. Sixty done, just three more
to go.
Bob was busy covering up the plywood with scenery
and has worked on Tamarack, Council, the Sunny Side of
Weiser and behind the Weiser river bridge (pic 1 and pic 2).
The tunnel near the Weiser river cuts through the backdrop to
Tamarack as a turnaround during an open house and is not
part of the operating scheme. Someone, not to be identified,
named this tunnel Poca-hole-les.
I installed a mirror in the corner at the east end of
Weiser that is the interchange to Bruce McCosh’s Avery
Power and Light railroad. Bryce loaned me four of his ore
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no charge (pic 6). I now have a 25lb. box of ballast ready to go
but, I have to paint miles of ties before the ballast can go down.
One of the next projects Bob and I discussed is the valance
and lighting for the upper deck. I think this will take two people
working together to install and who knows when that can happen.
I hope you all getting along well and will be able to visit
during the Regional Convention in 2021.
‘Till next time.
Tom
6
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NCC Engine House

that I get a much better feel for the project if I work it out with
my own drawings rather than just jumping in.
For the walls I chose North Eastern 1/32” thick scribed
wood sheet with scale 2” x 4” strip wood glued over the scribed
lines to represent the battens. Other strip sizes were used to

By Rick Uhlenkott
Photos by Rick Uhlenkott
The offline structure I was planning on showing at the
Spring meet is the old narrow gage engine house I built for the
NCC terminus in Crabbon (formerly Najidae – the “N” in NCC).
It's based on the Buffalo Creek & Gauley's standard gage engine
house at Dundon, WV as described in the March/April, 2019
Gazette. I especially liked the two oil drums stacked one on top
of the other that was used as the exhaust vent. The author had
flopped the floor plan to fit
his track arrangement, and I
decided the flopped version
would work best for
Crabbon on mine.
I made drawings in N
based on the dimensions in
the article to make sure the
project would flow smoothly
then decided from those
how to approach
construction. I have found

reinforce the inside of the walls and layed out to simulate the
framing pattern I designed in the drawings. The wood was
stained with India ink in alcohol, as I am out of A-West
Weather-It and it seems A-West has totally disappeared.
Windows and personnel doors are from Grandt Line and
were painted rail brown to simulate heavily weathered,

unpainted wood. The roofs are stiff cardboard reinforced inside
with stripwood and covered with masking tape cut in 3' wide
strips to represent rolled roofing.
Interior lighting was done using a length of surface mount
LED decorative string lights found on clearance for 50% off.
They end up costing only a few pennies per LED and, best of
all, they're “pre-wired” at no additional charge.
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